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Identifying a means to evaluate frequency and magnitude of nor’easters—
an integral part of the climatic regime of the eastern United States

C

lassification schemes for distinct meteorological
events provide much beneficial information that
is useful in evaluating various aspects of these
events. In particular, these schemes simplify the
event’s characteristics for the general public, particularly those storms that may have or had an impact on
the life and property of humans. This simplification
or summation of a storm’s characteristics is an important contribution to evaluating such events, as they
may often be complex in their formation and behavior. Thus, a classification scheme is beneficial from a
meteorological perspective by predicting the impact
likely to occur or assessing the impact from an event
of a particular magnitude. A rating system for specific
types of events is also helpful from a climatological
perspective through the analysis of time series of particular magnitude storms. More specifically, findings
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from these time series may be used to evaluate longterm trends or cycles. These lengthy records enable a
particular storm to be placed into historical perspective as well as estimates to be made for predicting the
probability of similar-magnitude events occurring in
the future.
The most well-known classification schemes for
extreme meteorological events are the Saffir–Simpson
scale (Elsner and Kara 1999; Glickman 2000) for hurricanes and the Fujita–Pearson and Fujita scales
(Fujita 1981; Glickman 2000) for tornadoes. The
Saffir–Simpson scale may be used from two perspectives. It is used in real time to assess potential wind
and storm surge damage with hurricane landfall, and
as a means of placing specific category storms in a historical perspective. Because both the Fujita–Pearson
(FPP) intensity scale and the Fujita scale (F scale) rely
on poststorm characteristics to categorize the specific
tornado (pathlength and width for the FPP and damage assessment for the F scale), they are used more
from a climatological perspective. Although there
have been discussions about modifying or adding to
the Saffir–Simpson scale to account for the damage
associated with the heavy rains that may accompany
a hurricane (see discussion in Weatherwise, Jan/Feb
2000, pp. 10–11, and comments by Herbert Saffir,
May/June 2000, p. 8), these scales are highly successJANUARY 2002
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ful in characterizing their respective storms from a
scientific point of view and in disseminating critical
information about them to the general public. Thus,
it is time that a similar classification scheme be developed for winter storms in the eastern and central
United States, and particularly for nor’easters.
These large coastal storms have the potential to
wreak havoc over much of the East Coast, primarily
through the heavy snowfall that shuts down airports
and roadways, disrupts electricity and phone service
through downed power and telephone lines, and
closes businesses and schools. The duration of this
impact may be up to a week or more. In addition,
large nor’easters can cause excessive beach erosion
and coastal flooding through large waves and enhanced tidal levels. Most importantly, nor’easters have
the potential to impact society over a much greater
extent than hurricanes and tornadoes, as was the case
for the March 1993 Superstorm that essentially shut
down the entire East Coast (Kocin et al. 1995).
Although the overall damage from a monetary perspective and especially the loss of life may be greater
in hurricanes and tornadoes—the 1993 Superstorm
is one exception—nor’easters are devastating storms
that require great preparation by many civil service
agencies to reduce the potential impact within a community. Because these storms are such an integral part
of the climatic regime of the entire eastern United
States, it also is highly beneficial to develop a classification scheme for evaluating changing trends in the
number and magnitude of nor’easters over time.
Results from this type of evaluation may be useful for
predicting their potential impact over the next few
years to decades.
At present, there are several existing schemes used
to evaluate various aspects of nor’easters, although
none of these are readily used by the meteorological
community. Bastardi (1993) suggested that a snowstorm classification scheme be developed to assist with
issuing advisories regarding snowfall totals, maximum
snowfall rates, and drifting potential. His scheme primarily used pressure differential between the storm’s
center and the closest high pressure center to produce
a category rating system of 1–5. A category 5 storm
in his scheme would be a one in 25–50-yr event,
whereas a category 3 storm would be one in 5–10-yr
event. Bastardi’s scheme provided a framework for the
more detailed and extensive classification scaling system presented in this study.
A second nor’easter classification scheme was developed by Dolan and Davis (1992a,b) as a means to
evaluate the potential erosional impact of these storms
on the eastern seaboard. Their scheme also uses a 1–
38
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5 (weak–extreme) rating system, but the primary parameters used in developing the scale are storm location, track, fetch, and, especially, duration and wave
height. Consequently, the primary use of this classification scheme is to address coastal damage and erosion potential. In addition, Davis et al. (1993) updated
the synoptic climatology of nor’easters from the original study of Miller (1946).
Mather et al. (1964) took more of a climatological
approach in their classification scheme for coastal
storms, but hurricanes were included in the analysis.
Davis and Dolan (1993) also took a climatological approach by using their work to develop a time series
of nor’easters from 1942 to the early 1990s. Jones and
Davis (1995) later expanded on the climatological perspective of nor’easter classification, but they based
their scheme on the behavior of upper-air patterns
(i.e., 30-kPa jet) associated with these storms. Despite
these previous efforts, a thorough classification rating system for nor’easters to be used from both a meteorological and climatological perspective is lacking.
The scheme presented here addresses both aspects of
coastal storms as it may be used to estimate potential
rain or snow amounts and wind speeds throughout
the eastern United States (thus, the possible impact
of the storm) as well as to provide a mechanism for
developing a record of the variability in the frequency
of specific magnitude nor’easters over the last century.
Such a lengthy record may show that there have been
identifiable trends or cycles in the number/magnitude
of these storms over that same time frame.
Although this rating system initially was developed
to evaluate snow-producing nor’easters in the northeast, it became apparent that very powerful coastal
storms can wreak havoc on much of the East Coast
even when the storm track is more inland. In that case,
rain is the primary precipitation type. Nevertheless,
such storms can produce 5 cm (2 in.) or more of rain
and, together with very strong winds, they can disrupt travel, cause power outages through downed
trees and limbs, and have a major impact on coastal
regions. Consequently, the characterization of winter nor’easters that did not produce significant snow
totals was also used in developing this classification
scheme. It is noteworthy that this scheme may be used
to qualify the potential for coastal erosion and flooding from a single storm; however, it is not meant to
supercede the rating system of Dolan and Davis
(1992a,b).
Another important consideration that became apparent in the process of developing this scheme was
the role that other types of storms play in nor’easter
development. Alberta clippers as well as Texas/Gulf

Coast storms that move up the Ohio River valley may
fill in with the eventual development of a secondary
low close to the Atlantic coastline. The secondary
storm then becomes the major nor’easter (Kocin and
Uccellini 1990; hereafter KU90). This scenario led to
a question as to when classification of the second
storm should begin and whether the primary storm
should be “ignored,” despite its potential contribution
to snowfall totals. The best solution was to use the
scheme developed here to categorize the primary
storms from the time they formed or redeveloped on
the eastern flank of the Rocky Mountains. Thus, all
components of a single nor’easter system are characterized as it moves through the central part of the
country and up the East Coast. In addition, southern
storms that move up the west side of the Appalachians
and down the St. Lawrence River valley can be classified by the same procedure, allowing direct comparisons among these various winter storm types.
Categorizing all types of winter storms helps avoid any
indecision about whether an individual storm should
be considered a nor’easter or not.
Finally, it was noted during evaluation of recent
synoptic maps that Colorado lows during the month
of November often become very intense storms as they
move northward through the central United States
toward the Great Lakes. Often referred to as Witches
of November (e.g., Bentley and Horstmeyer 1998),
these powerful storms can produce winds that easily
exceed 27 m s−1 (60 mph), with some storms known
to have produced gusts of 45 m s−1 (100 mph) on the
Great Lakes. These storms are well known for causing shipwrecks on the Great Lakes, with the most famous being the 9–10 November 1975 Witch that sank
the Edmund Fitzgerald (Bentley and Horstmeyer
1998). The procedure used here was applied to eight
such storms from 1998 to 2000 to show that the technique may be applied to the many types of winter
storms that form in the eastern and central United
States, storms that may have a major impact on the
lives and economy of these regions.
PARAMETERS USED IN DEVELOPING THE
CLASSIFICATION SCHEME. As is the case for
the Saffir–Simpson scale, the scheme presented here
consists of a five-level hierarchy, with a category 1
winter storm/nor’easter being the least severe in
terms of its intensity and a category 5 winter storm/
nor’easter being the most severe. The Fujita scale
is slightly different, as it is a six-tier scale (F0–F5).
However, in many ways, a nor’easter’s behavior after formation and the resulting impact on society are
much more complex than those of hurricanes or torAMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

nadoes, as snowfall totals and the distribution of
snowfall, in particular, can be very different between
two storms that are of the same intensity. One important condition that can lead to very different precipitation totals in the same area from the same category storm is a difference in forward speed.
Consequently, the variability in storm movement is
taken into account by determining a duration factor
that is related to the forward speed of the storm.
Details on how all of these parameters were obtained
and how they are used to develop the classification
scheme are described below.
All parameters used are obtained from typical surface synoptic charts; therefore, classification can be
done in real time or very near real time. To test the
validity of the scheme proposed, many storms from
the 1998/99, 1999/2000 and 2000/01 winters were
analyzed using synoptic maps available from the National Climatic Data Center Web site (http://
www4.ncdc.noaa.gov/cgi-win/wwcgi.dll?wwAW~MP)
in conjunction with the 23 storms (1955–87) discussed in the KU90 summary of major snowstorms
in the Northeast. For comparative purposes, two wellknown “superstorms” or “Storms of the Century”
were evaluated, the March 1993 superstorm and the
1888 “Blizzard of ’88,” as well as two storms associated with the Great Arctic Outbreak of February 1899
(Kocin et al. 1988). This resulted in the classification
of 70 storms, if primary lows (e.g., Alberta clippers,
Gulf Coast storms that migrate up the Ohio River
valley) and secondary lows (i.e., the eventual
nor’easter) are counted as one storm. A total of 89
storms were classified if the formation of a secondary
low pressure center within the overall nor’easter system is considered to be a separate storm. A total of
557 individual categorizations were performed.
One reason for adding the 23 storms in KU90 and
the 1993 and 1888 storms into the analysis was the
availability of 12-h surface synoptic charts for each
storm [charts for the Blizzard of ’88 were available for
every 7–9 hr (Kocin 1983)], in conjunction with
snowfall total maps for the northeastern United States.
Snowfall maps for the 1993 storm are available for the
entire eastern United States (Kocin et al. 1995). These
maps provided the opportunity to evaluate overall
snowfall totals and maximum amounts for specificcategory nor’easters. Such information is important
in the general evaluation of the overall societal impact
of these storms.
Categorization of future storms may be done in
real time just as the Saffir–Simpson scale is used for
hurricanes. However, categorization of storms back
to the late 1800s will have to be done on a 24-h basis,
JANUARY 2002
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given the overall lack of multiple surface charts for any
single day. A comparison of values obtained for the
1993 Superstorm using both 12- and 24-h charts will
be presented in this paper to show that the long-term
record over this past century is compatible, as best can
be expected, with the higher temporal resolution of
recent storms and with real-time values for future
storms.
STORM INTENSITY. The storm’s intensity is
ranked by creating an intensity index (I), a single

value that summarizes three characteristics that help
determine how strong the storm will be. These three
parameters are the central low pressure difference, the
rate of deepening of the central low pressure, and the
maximum pressure gradient between the central low
and central high pressures of the adjacent anticyclone.
Specifics are discussed below, with examples from several of the storms evaluated in this study showing how
each of these three parameters is derived. The three
values are summed so that no single parameter will
consistently determine the final intensity index. More
importantly, any one, or all,
of these factors may play the
most important role in determining how strong a single
storm may be and its eventual impact. For instance, a
storm may not have an exceptionally low central pressure, but because there was a
very strong anticyclone adjacent to the storm, the pressure gradient would be very
high. This scenario still could
produce heavy snow and
strong winds, as was the case
for the 6–8 February 1978
blizzard (KU90).

FIG. 1. (a) Surface chart at 0000 UTC 14 Mar 1993 showing how the lowest
closed isobar around the central low is used to calculate the central low pressure difference for individual nor’easters. In this case, a value of 49 mb (1013
– 964 mb; see text) is used as part of the calculation for determining winter
storm/nor’easter intensity index. Modified from Kocin et al. (1995, their Fig. 5).
(b) Surface charts for 1200 UTC 6 Apr (left) and 0000 UTC 7 Apr 1982 (right)
showing how deepening rate per 12 h is calculated. The lowest closed isobar
(992 mb) of the secondary coastal low (left) drops by 24 mb to the lowest closed
isobar of 968 mb (right) over this 12-h period. The value of 24 is used as part
of the calculation for determining intensity index. Modified from KU90 (their
Fig. 106). (c) Surface chart for 0000 UTC 7 Feb 1978 showing how maximum
pressure gradient is determined. Pressure difference from the adjacent anticyclone to the central low pressure is determined by subtracting [midpoint
(986 mb) between the lowest closed isobar around the central low (988 mb)
and what would be the next 4-mb isobar (984 mb in this case)] from [midpoint (1050 mb) between the highest closed isobar around the high pressure
center (1048 mb) and what would be the next 4-mb increment (1052 mb in
this case)]. Distance between the center of these two systems is about 1925 km
for a gradient of 64 mb 1925 km−1 or 33.3 mb 1000 km−1. The value of 33.3 is
used in the calculation to determine intensity index. Modified from KU90 (their
Fig. 96).
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Central low pressure difference.
To take into account the convective forces, and ultimately, the potential for high
rain or snowfall totals and
strong winds, the first parameter used to derive an intensity index is the central
low pressure. To make the
central low pressure value
used in calculating the intensity index more compatible
with the other values used,
central low pressure (mb) is
subtracted from the commonly stated mean global
pressure of 1013 mb (e.g.,
Barry and Chorley 1998).
Because this study used existing surface charts, the lowest
closed isobar was the number
used to determine the difference from 1013 mb. Using
the lowest closed isobar also

helps lessen the error that may occur in determining
central low pressure for storms over the Atlantic
Ocean. For example, the central low pressure of the
’93 Superstorm at 0000 UTC 14 March (Fig. 1a) was
964 mb, yielding a central low pressure difference of
49 mb. This is one of the highest differences (thus lowest central pressure) in the storms analyzed. Overall,
central low pressure differences range from a maximum of 57 mb (0000 UTC 22 January 2000) to 1 mb or
less (when the low pressure center was above 1013 mb
during the very earliest stages of storm development).
Deepening rate. The second component of these winter storm systems that may be used as a measure of
the intensity of sea level cyclones with major snowstorms [i.e., nor’easters (KU90, p. 27)] is the rate of
deepening. Deepening rate may be a major factor influencing snowfall totals. The classic development of
a “meteorological bomb” off the East Coast of the
United States (Sanders and Gyakum 1980) leads to
highly increased convection and wind speeds with

great increases in the advection of moisture toward
the center of the low (KU90). Nor’easters have the
potential to dump huge amounts of snow in a short
period of time because of this rapid deepening.
Similarly, rapid deepening associated with the development of strong “Witches” across the central United
States also produces very high wind speeds and increased moisture advection. The value used for deepening rate in the calculation is mb/12 h, because deepening per 12 hours provides a number more
compatible with central low pressure difference and
maximum pressure gradient used in calculating the
intensity index. The pressure used in the calculation
is that of the lowest closed isobar. If a storm was beginning to fill, then the deepening rate would have a
negative value (although the pressure change is positive), and this parameter would then be subtracted
from the other two parameters to get a final intensity
index. Table 1 shows two examples of how a storm is
categorized, including the subtraction of the deepening rate for a storm that is filling.

TABLE 1. Examples of the method used to determine winter storm/nor’easter category. A = pressure
differential (1013 mb − central low pressure), B = deepening rate (mb/12 h), C = maximum pressure
gradient (mb/1000 km), D = intensity index (I) = (A + B + C), E = forward speed (m s–1), F = duration
factor (from Table 2), and x indicates that an initial recording does not allow a deepening rate or
forward speed to be determined. The storm category (see Table 2) is obtained by combining the
intensity index category with the duration factor (F) into a single number separated by a decimal point.
Deepening rate and forward speeds were adjusted to account for the use of the 1500 UTC map for 9
Nov 1998.

Time
(UTC)
12–14 Mar 1993
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200
9–12 Nov 1998
0000
1500
0000
1200
0000
1200
0000
1200

Intensity index
B
C

Storm
Category

A

12
12
13
13
14
14

Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar

9
9
9
41
49
45

x
0
0
12
8
(–4)

14
13
15
36
32
30

23
22
24
89
89
71

x
22.4
15.0
22.5
22.5
16.4

x
2
3
2
2
3

1.x
1.2
1.3
4.2
4.2
3.3

9
9
10
10
11
11
12
12

Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov

9
17
21
33
45
41
37
29

x
6
5
12
12
(–4)
(–4)
(–8)

10
11
16
26
35
30
24
30

19
34
42
71
92
67
57
51

x
16.7
22.2
13.5
16.7
16.7
8.3
3.1

x
3
2
3
3
3
4
5

1.x
2.3
2.2
3.3
4.3
3.3
3.4
3.5
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Duration factor
E
F

Date
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An excellent example of explosive deepening is the
6–7 April 1982 storm (Fig. 1b). Over the 12-h period
from 1200 UTC 6 April to 0000 UTC 7 April, this
storm deepened by 24 mb, from 992 to 968 mb. This
tremendous explosivity and low central pressure ultimately resulted in the April 1982 storm having one
of the highest intensities in the study. Deepening rates
varied from this high of 24 mb/12 h, as did the 18
December 2000 storm, to essentially an infilling rate
of −16 mb/12 h (2000 UTC 13 March 1888). The
infilling rate of −16 mb/12 h was adjusted from the
actual measured rate of −12mb/8 h, given the maps
and time increments available for that storm. There
were several other cases in the study where filling
occurred between the 12-h increments used.
Maximum pressure gradient. Pressure gradient between the adjacent anticyclone and the central low
is the final parameter used to determine the intensity of the winter storm/nor’easter. In addition, pressure gradient is one means of estimating potential
wind speed associated with the storm. To determine
the maximum pressure gradient at each time interval, two measurements were made. Because the center of the high often may be some distance from the
highest closed isobar that demarcates the anticyclone,
the central high pressure was considered to be half-

TABLE 2. Winter storm/nor’easter categories and
duration factors.

42

Category

Intensity index (I)

Rating

1
2
3
4
5

0–24
25–48
49–72
73–96
> 96

Weak
Moderate
Strong
Very strong
Powerful

Duration
factor (DF)

Forward
speed range
(m s–1/mph)

Rating

1
2
3
4
5

> 24 / > 54
18.1–24 / 41–54
12.1–18 / 27–40
6.1–12 / 14–26
0–6 / 0–13
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Very fast
Fast
Moderate
Slow
Very slow
to almost
stationary

way between isobars. For example, the high pressure
used to determine the pressure gradient for the Blizzard of ’78 was 1050 mb (Fig. 1c), as the 1048-mb
isobar was the highest shown at 0000 UTC 7 February 1978. Similarly, the low pressure used in the calculation was halfway between closed isobars, that is,
986 mb in the case of the Blizzard of ’78, given that
988 mb was the lowest closed isobar around the central low. The distance was measured directly from the
location of the high to the low as shown on Fig. 1c,
but instead of producing a value of millibars per kilometer the value used is millibars per 1000 kilometers. The resulting gradient values are thus compatible
with other values used in the summation to determine
the intensity index. The example for 0000 UTC 7 February 1978 is a difference of 64 mb over 1924 km,
resulting in a value of 33.3 mb/1000 km. Gradients
in this study ranged from 46 mb/1000 km (1200 UTC
18 December 2000) to the minimum gradient possible of 4 mb/1000 km. The direction of gradient used
was based on the available charts. In some cases,
maximum gradient may have been to the northeast,
with the exact location of the high being off the chart
shown by KU90. Despite this caveat for some of the
storms evaluated, the technique appears to give very
reliable pressure gradient values for determining
winter storm/nor’easter intensity.
INTENSITY INDEX. The formula used to determine the intensity index is I = (1013 mb − central low
pressure) + (deepening rate, in mb per 12 h) + (pressure difference between central high and low pressure
in mb per 1000 km). Table 1 gives examples of the calculation for two storms in the study, the March 1993
Superstorm (a major nor’easter) and the 9–12 November 1998 Colorado low (Witch of November).
The scale for winter storm/nor’easter category is a 1–
5 hierarchy, with the limits for each category given in
Table 2 [and also shown in Fig. 2 (top)]. The boundary between individual categories was determined in
the following manner. To parallel the Saffir–Simpson
scale, it was decided that there would be a five-category scale that would fit into the range of index values in this study [i.e., from a low of 0 or slightly negative values (see Fig. 2 for explanation) to a maximum
of 119]. Several plots were drawn with different bin
sizes to determine if there were natural breaks in the
distribution of index values that could be used to define winter storm/nor’easter categories. There were
no obvious breaks found in this process. As a result,
the criterion used to designate the individual boundaries for these storms was based on the distribution
shown in Fig. 2 (top). Each category is defined by 24

intensity index units, with the lower categories containing a greater number of classifications than the
upper categories, as would be expected. This scheme
is subjective as far as how individual categories are
defined as there is always some degree of subjectivity
in such a process. The distribution of counts/category
as defined in Fig. 2 suggests that the method used here
has value for defining the intensity of winter storm/
nor’easters. Table 3 lists the storms with peak intensities that were classified as intensity index category
4 or 5 winter storms/nor’easters.
DURATION FACTOR. A duration factor (DF) for
each winter storm/nor’easter was created to address
the potential impact of the storm from a total precipitation perspective, especially for snowfall amounts. In
the initial evaluation of the storms studied, it became
apparent that storms with only a moderate intensity
are capable of producing large snowfall totals. This
scenario was most obvious when evaluating the 22–
28 February 1969 storm, whereby very high snowfall
totals resulted from the stationary aspect to very slow
movement of this intensity index category 2 storm.
Similarly, it became apparent that a very powerful
storm may only produce moderate snowfall totals if
it moves through a particular area or up the coastline
very quickly. This was the case for both the 5–7 April
1982 storm and, interestingly, for the March 1993
Superstorm as they moved through New England.
Thus, it was deemed necessary to include in the final
categorization process a factor to identify the length
of time that the storm impacted a specific part of the
country. For instance, duration is an important factor in other aspects (besides precipitation totals) of a
storm’s impact, such as length of time that onshore
winds and the resulting waves can impact coastal regions. Coastal erosion and flooding along the eastern
seaboard is especially prevalent when more than one
high tide occurs while the storm is pounding a particular coastline.
The duration factor for each winter storm/
nor’easter is a function of the forward speed of the
storm. Storm velocity in meters per second, was determined for each 12-h increment evaluated. These
values were then plotted on a histogram to determine
the appropriate boundary between individual duration
factors, keeping the five-tier hierarchy in place and
taking into account the range of forward speeds measured in this study. The histogram in Fig. 2 (bottom)
shows the distribution with 6 m s−1 bins. As was the
case for the intensity index values, several plots with
different increments for the duration factor failed to
yield any natural breaks in the data. There were a few
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

FIG. 2. (top) Winter storm/nor’easter categories as
defined by the intensity index (I) with (bottom) duration factor (DF) as inversely related to forward speed.
Five negative values of I were placed into the 0–24 bin
for ease in identifying category boundaries.

storms with forward motions greater than 30 m s−1,
but there were not enough of them to change the
duration factor boundaries picked. The identification
of a duration factor is not meant to have specific predictive capabilities for a winter storm/nor’easter, but
it is meant to indicate when a storm has the potential
to produce exceptional amounts of precipitation or
coastal erosion/flooding given its slow movement.
JANUARY 2002
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A total of 557 individual classifications resulted in 5
storms reaching intensity index category 5 status
(Table 3), 17 storms attaining a peak of category 4,
and 28 storms reaching category 3. The remaining
WINTER STORM/NOR’EASTER CATEGO- storms peaked at category 2, except for two small
RIES. The two parameters, intensity index category nor’easters that failed to strengthen beyond the catand duration factor, are combined to indicate the egory 1 level. All winter storms/nor’easters of catstorm category for any individual time during a win- egory 3 or higher are considered major storms, as is
ter storm/nor’easter’s life span. The category is pre- done for hurricanes rated by the Saffir–Simpson
sented in the form I.DF, with I being the category scale.
The highest rated storm in this study occurred in
based on the intensity index and the number after the
decimal being the duration factor as inversely related mid-December 2000, with a peak intensity index of
to forward speed of the storm (Table 2, Fig. 2). 119 on 18 December (Table 3). This storm originated
Qualitative terms are given for each category as a as a complex series of low pressure centers around
simple means of expressing the potential impact of Colorado, with continual deepening as the primary
each category storm to the general public (Table 2). storm center moved through the eastern Great Lakes
and subsequently down the St.
Lawrence River valley. Winds associated with this storm approached hurTABLE 3. Peak Intensity index category 5 and 4 winter storms/
ricane force along the southern coast
nor’easters and associated duration factors evaluated in this
of Maine. The second highest intenstudy.
sity index was the 107 reached by the
very explosive nor’easter on 21 JanuIntensity
DF and forward
ary 2000. This storm deepened by an
Date and time
index (I)
speed (DF/m s–1)
incredible 40 mb in a 24-h period in
the Gulf of Maine, so its impact was
Category 5
limited to eastern Maine. A detailed
1200 UTC 18 Dec 2000
119
4/8.9
study of this storm is now underway.
1200 UTC 21 Jan 2000
107
4/11.1
Interestingly, the highly publicized
and watched storm of early March
0000 UTC 7 Apr 1982
102
3/15.0
2001 peaked as a category 4 storm on
0000 UTC 10 Feb 1969
99
4/9.4
6 March (Table 3). Below are a few ex0000 UTC 13 Dec 1960
98
4/9.7
amples to show how the classification
scheme is used in a classic nor’easter
Category 4
scenario and the general impact on
1200 UTC 4 Mar 1960
93
4/6.7
overall snowfall distribution (prima0000 UTC 23 Jan 1987
93
1/25.3
rily in the Northeast) as a function of
0000 UTC 11 Nov 1998
92
3/16.7
category.
1200 UTC 20 Jan 1961
89
3/16.1
The storm systems in the eastern
1200 UTC 13 Mar 1993
89
2/22.5
and central United States during 8–10
0100 UTC 14 Feb 1899
83
3/15.0
February 1969 (Fig. 3) provide an ex1200 UTC 30 Jan 1966
83
2/19.7
cellent example of how the classifica1200 UTC 19 Feb 1972
82
2/18.9
tion system works with both a primary
1200 UTC 27 Feb 1999
82
3/14.9
and secondary low, as well as with an
0000 UTC 13 Dec 2000
78
2/22.3
Alberta clipper. On 8 February, a cat1200 UTC 23 Dec 2000
77
3/13.4
egory 2.x winter storm is present in
1200 UTC 6 Mar 2001
76
3/14.9
the central part of the country. As this
0000 UTC 18 Jan 2000
75
5/5.9
is the first classification for this storm,
2000 UTC 13 Mar 1888
73
4/9.7
there is no duration factor, thus the
1200 UTC 16 Feb 1958
73
4/9.4
use of an “x” in the category designa0000 UTC 25 Feb 1998
73
5/4.2
tion. Similarly, there is no deepening
rate in the initial evaluation of a storm.
1200 UTC 25 Feb 2001
73
2/20.8
The category 2.x storm then begins to
Note that the duration factor is inverse to the forward
speed, so that higher DF numbers are indicative of the
potential for a greater impact by the storm in question.
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migrate northward at a moderate pace while maintaining
its intensity (1200 UTC 8
February, category 2.3).
However, by 9 February the
primary storm is starting to
fill in, although remaining a
category 2.3 storm, with the
initial development of a secondary low in the southeastern United States. This
poorly formed new low pressure system (1004-mb central pressure) only classifies
as a category 1.x storm. The
intensity of the secondary
low pressure center does not
remain low for long, however, as it quickly increases to
a category 3.2 storm by
1200 UTC 9 February, then
to a maximum category 5.4
storm by 0000 UTC 10 February. The storm begins to
fill over the next 12 h, weakening slightly to a category
4.4 storm. Snowfall distribution in the Northeast for the
8–10 February nor’easter
(Fig. 4) shows the importance of where intensification
occurs. In this example, intensification occurred off of
the southern New England
coast, resulting in highest
snowfall totals across New FIG. 3. Storm systems in the eastern and central United States with their storm
England compared to the categories for 8–10 Feb 1969. The first two classifications on 9 Feb for the
Alberta clipper do not have a duration factor because the exact location of
rest of the Northeast.
the central low in the preceding 12 h is not known to the point that a reliable
At the same time this
forward speed could be assumed. A pressure gradient was approximated for
large nor’easter was moving the purpose of determining the likely category for the clipper system at these
up the East Coast, an Alberta same two times. Modified from KU90 (their Fig. 75).
clipper moved across the
northern part of the country.
This northern storm eventually attained storm catFigures 5 and 6 provide two other aspects of the
egory 2.3 status on both 0000 and 1200 UTC 10 Feb- classification system and the relationship to snowfall
ruary. This is the same rating as the primary low for amounts. The March 1993 Superstorm (Fig. 5,
the nor’easter, although the intensity index for the Table 1) reached a peak intensity index category of
clipper system on 10 February was slightly higher (I only 4, but the intensity index for both 1200 UTC 13
= 37) compared to the minimum I value for the pri- March and 0000 UTC 14 March was 89; thus it was a
mary low (I = 34) reached on 1200 UTC 8 February. very high category 4 storm. Filling occurred during
The clipper system did have a slightly lower central the last 12 h, thereby dropping the storm’s ranking
pressure (996 mb) compared to the primary low to intensity index category 3. Interestingly, the storm
(1000 mb).
was a fast mover, with a duration factor of only 2 durAMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
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FIG. 4. Location of the central low pressure with its storm categories at 12-h increments for the 8–10 Feb 1969 storm
with snowfall amounts in inches. Snowfall
amounts of 10–20 in. stippled pattern,
and of > 20 in. in crosshatched pattern.
Modified from KU90 (their Fig. 74).

ing the height of the storm’s intensity, making it a very
strong storm that moved very quickly up the East
Coast. The combination of filling and quick move-

FIG. 5. Location of the central low pressure with its
storm categories at 12-h increments for the 12–14 Mar
1993 storm with snowfall amounts in cm. Modified from
Kocin et al. (1995, their Fig. 1).
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ment reduced snowfall amounts for
much of New England to totals lower
than expected given the history of the
storm.
On the other hand, the 11–14
March Blizzard of ’88 (Fig. 6, top) and
the 22–28 February 1969 (Fig. 6, bottom) storm were slow-moving to almost stationary storms during part of
their lifetime. The Blizzard of ’88
(Fig. 6, top) is often considered the
hallmark snow storm in the Northeast,
and it is easy to see why, given its rating. The storm reached a maximum of intensity index category 4 (very strong storm), in conjunction
with a consistent duration factor for almost two days
of either 4 or 5. These two ingredients (intense, slow
moving) led to the tremendous snowfall totals in eastern New York and New England. Contrary to the
Blizzard of ’88, the 22–28 February 1969 storm (Fig. 6,
bottom) only peaked as an intensity index category 2
storm. However, it was almost stationary over the last
36 h in the analysis, thereby producing snowfall totals that exceeded 1 m (39 in.) over much of northern New Hampshire and northwestern to central
Maine.
Finally, an example of a large Witch of November storm is shown in Fig. 7. This storm formed in
southeastern Colorado and the Panhandle regions of
Oklahoma, quickly becoming a category 2.2 storm
(Table 1). As it progressed northward, it steadily
deepened until it peaked as a category 4.3 storm at
0000 UTC 11 November. Unlike some of the classic
nor’easters that explosively deepened in this study at
rates over 20 mb/12 h, this storm only deepened at a
maximum rate of 12 mb/12 h. Nevertheless, this is
still explosive enough to be considered a meteorological bomb. Further, the storm not only exceeded
the intensity of the March 1993 Superstorm, but it
remained a major winter storm for a longer period
of time (Table 1). However, the 1993 storm was at
an intensity index category 4 level for at least 12 more
hours. Given these similarities between the two
storms, the November 1998 Witch certainly deserves
to be considered a “monster” winter storm.

OVERALL IMPACT PER CATEGORY. Ultimately, a major goal of
this classification scheme is to summarize the potential impact of future
storms for a given category, particularly as related to snowfall amounts
(Table 4). More specifically, the influence of past winter storms/nor’easters
on communities in the eastern and
central United States over the last century may be summarized. In general,
it is important that individual communities be aware of the magnitude of
several components of these winter
storm/nor’easter systems for planning
purposes. These include maximum
precipitation amounts and rate of precipitation (particularly if in the form
of snow); potential wind speeds, which
especially will dictate the probability of
excessive drifting of snow; the overall
impact on the community, given
snowfall totals and wind speeds; and
the potential impact on maritime
communities (both on the East Coast
and the Great Lakes).
However, there are several caveats
that need to be stated about the relationships given for a specific category
winter storm/nor’easter. Of utmost
importance may be the community’s FIG. 6. (top) Location of the central low pressure with its storm catability to handle weather-related egories at 7–9-h increments for the 11–14 Mar 1888 storm with snowproblems [i.e., the disruption compo- fall amounts in inches. Modified from Kocin (1983). Movement of the
nent of winter storms (Rooney 1967)] central low followed from position 1 to 5 with categorization at coras opposed to the amount of precipi- responding time, as listed. Modified from Kocin (1983, their Fig. 4).
tation itself. Nevertheless, actual pre- (bottom) Location of the central low pressure with its storm categories at 12-h increments for the 22–28 Feb 1969 storm with snowfall
cipitation totals, and particularly amounts in inches. Snowfall amounts of 10–20 in. stippled pattern, of
snowfall totals, are highly dependent 20–30 in. crosshatched pattern, and of > 30 in. gridded pattern. Modion both the intensity of the storm and fied from KU90 (their Fig. 78).
its longevity. If the duration factor is
high (particularly a 4 or 5), then
snowfall totals may be higher than occurred for fast- try). Despite these complex issues, the parameters
moving storms in the same category. Similarly, final presented here provide a general estimate of the posnowfall totals may be greater for a long-lived, lower- tential impact that storms of varying category may
category storm than for a short-lived, higher-cat- have on the eastern and central parts of the country.
egory storm. However, snowfall rates may have been
Another major concern in predicting the impact
greater in the higher-category storm, which ulti- of these winter storms is storm track, especially
mately may have had an overall greater impact on for nor’easters. The classic problem of forecasting
travel. Estimates on whether or not a storm will be where the snow/mixed precipitation/rain lines will
short-lived but intense, versus long-lived with lesser occur, and thus snowfall amounts, is very much a
snowfall rates, are critical to support services, such function of storm track. Although the categories deas road crews (i.e., for plowing schedules) and other fined here are not affected by storm track, the spatransport-related industries (e.g., the airline indus- tial impact from an individual storm across the
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
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central and eastern United States, and especially
along the Atlantic coastline, will be greatly affected. Moreover, the track will influence the characteristics of the snow itself. Storms closer to the
coastline will produce wetter snows than the snows
farther inland. Wetter snows are much harder to
handle within the community’s infrastructure
(Rooney 1967). In addition, high precipitation
amounts that come in the form of sleet or freezing
rain potentially may have the greatest impact on a
community of all the possible precipitation-type scenarios, particularly in the short term. Downed power
lines, closed airports, and injuries suffered from both
automobile accidents and falls from walking on
treacherous sidewalks can impact a community to a
greater degree than if the storm produced all snow
(i.e., depending on snow amounts).
The detailed study of Rooney (1967), and references therein, the estimates by Bastardi (1993), and
examples from storms in KU90 provided a wealth of
information on qualifying the potential impact of
winter storms as summarized in Table 4 and outlined
below. Given the complex nature of winter storms/

nor’easters, the differences among categories for any
parameter (e.g., maximum snowfall amounts) are
presented in a relative sense as opposed to the numbers representing definitive differences.
Maximum snowfall totals and potential rates. Given the
number of factors that contribute to snowfall totals,
maximum snowfall amounts by intensity index category in Table 4 are generalized. These numbers are
roughly based on maximum snowfall totals for the
storms in KU90 and the resulting peak intensity index category for each of those storms as determined
in this study. In areas where rain is the resulting precipitation type, maximum amounts would roughly
change by 2.5-cm (1 in.) increments from < 2.5 cm
(1 in. for a intensity index category 1 storm to 10–
12.5 cm (4–5 in.) for a category 5 storm. This conversion is based on a generalized average of 2.5 cm
H2O for every 25 cm of snow, as in the caption for
Table 4. In a relative sense, the potential amount of
precipitation, especially if in the form of snow, undoubtedly causes an increasing impact on communities, with the greatest impact on transportation
(Rooney 1967).
Potential maximum snowfall
rates are approximated for individual intensity index categories
(Table 4) based on several accounts
given for individual storms in
KU90 and suggested by Bastardi
(1993). In general, intensity index
category 1 storms probably will
have lower snowfall rates, primarily
on the order of < 2.5 cm h −1
(1 in. h−1). These amounts probably
are easily handled by road crews
and airports, with the likelihood of
only minor delays. Category 2
storms could have snowfall rates
over 2.5 cm h−1 (1 in. h−1), amounts
that start to tax road crew and
airport capabilities for keeping
streets/runways easily cleared off.
However, once category 3 storms
and higher are attained, snowfall
rates begin to severely hamper just
about all aspects of travel, with category 4 and 5 storms having the capability of completely shutting
down travel.

FIG. 7. Storm categorization with time for several increments during
the progression of the 8–12 Nov 1998 Colorado low (Witch of November storm). Synoptic chart from the National Climatic Data Center.
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Potential wind speeds and drifting.
Drifting potential, shown in Table

4, is a qualitative scaling per intensity index category,
much like that suggested by Bastardi (1993). The
potential heights given in Table 4 are slightly more
conservative than those presented by Bastardi, but
they give the same relative difference between any
two individual categories. It is also important to note
that the amount of drifting is going to be dependent
on the moisture content of the snow, as drier snows
will drift to a greater degree than wet snows (Rooney
1967). Regardless of snow characteristics, major winter storms/nor’easters (i.e., category 3 or higher) may
produce significant drifts that will severely hamper
travel, especially when drifts begin to reach heights
of over 2 m (~6 ft).

Overall impact on communities, schools, and travel.
Arguably, the most substantial impacts of a winter
storm are hindered travel through snow-covered
roads and flight delays, and the closing of schools and
businesses. The length of these delays, as well as their
expansiveness across any region in the eastern and
central United States, are probably a function of winter storm/nor’easter category. Smaller storms (i.e., intensity index category 1 and 2) probably would have
more of a minor to moderate impact on travel and closures. These storms can produce delays of several
hours to possibly a whole day. As these storms are
more likely to be smaller than higher-intensity index
category storms, delays and closures may have more

TABLE 4. Potential impact of winter storms/nor’easters on the eastern and central United States by individual intensity index category. Slow-moving storms may produce snowfall totals greater than that suggested for a particular category. Storm track will greatly influence the type of precipitation (snow/rain/
mixed) and thus the impact. If precipitation type is rain, maximum amounts may be on the order of < 1 in.
for category 1, 1–2 in. for category 2, 2–3 in. for category 3, 3–4 in. for category 4, and 4–5 in. for category
5, assuming a generalized snow water equivalent of 25 cm (10 in.) snow (as above) = 1 in. water. Wet
snows have a greater impact than dry snows of an equivalent depth (Rooney 1967). Storms in the central
United States may produce lesser amounts of precipitation (and drier snows) than nor’easters of an equivalent category. Wind speeds > 6.7 m s–1 (15 mph) have a greater impact during a snowstorm than lower
wind speeds (Rooney 1967). Wind speeds over open water will tend to be greater than over land for a
given category.

Intensity
index
category

Maximum
snowfall
amounts

Maximum
snowfall
rate

Potential
wind
speeds

1

< 25 cm
< 10 in.

Very low
< 2.5 cm h–1

Weak

< 1 in. h–1

Maximum
drifting
potential

Closings/
delays on
communities,
schools,
and travel

Impact on
coastal
and
maritime
interests

Nature of
disruption,
terminology
of Rooney
(1967)

Minor

Minimal–

Minor

Maybe minor

<0.5 m
<20 in

(hours)

nuisance

2

25–50+ cm
10–20+ in.

Moderate
2.5+ cm h–1
1+ in. h–1

Strong

Moderate
1m
3 ft

Maybe moderate
(hours to a day
common)

Minor to
moderate

Nuisance–
inconvenience

3

50–75+ cm
20–30+ in.

High
5+ cm h–1
2+ in. h–1

Gale force

High
1.5–2+ m
4–6+ ft

Possibly extensive/
lengthy (several
days possible)

Moderate
to severe

Inconvenience–
crippling

4

75–100+ cm
30–40+ in.

Very high
5–7.5+ cm h–1
2–3+ in. h–1

Gale-force
hurricane

Very high
2–3+ m
6–10+ ft

Probably extensive/
lengthy (up to a week
may be common)

Severe

Crippling–
paralyzing

5

100–125+ cm
40–50+ in.

Overwhelming
> 7.5+ cm h–1
> 3+ in. h–1

Gale-force
hurricane

Exceptional
3–5+ m
10–15+ ft

Extensive/lengthy
(up to a week
common)

Extreme

Paralyzing
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There were several small differences in the resulting categories for the 12- and 24-h comparisons for
the March 1993 Superstorm. The 1200 UTC 13
March categorization using the 12-h charts yielded
a storm category 4.2 storm, whereas the storm category produced using the 24-h time interval ending
at 1200 UTC was 4.3. The intensity index using the
24-h map was slightly higher (92) comEstablishing a pared to that for the 12-h maps (89). The
classification forward speed was slightly lower using the
Potential impact on coastal and maritime in24-h charts, and thus the 24-h maps proterests. The rating used to assess potential
scale . . .
duced the next higher duration factor (3
coastal damage, such as flooding, particuprovides
vs 2). The rating for 1200 UTC March 14
larly during high tide, and beach erosion,
beneficial
was almost identical as far as the intensity
through increased wave heights with
information
index goes, but they fell on either side of
greater wind speeds, is also a qualitative
for estimating the intensity index category 3/4 boundary
scale (i.e., minor through extreme impact;
the potential of 72. The intensity index using the 12-h
Table 4). The scale of Dolan and Davis
impact of
maps was 71 (i.e., category 3), where I for
(1992a,b) is a quantitative scale that would
these large
the 24-h maps was 73 (i.e., category 4). The
provide a more reliable evaluation of the
duration factor changed by 1, except this
coastal impact of all types of nor’easters
storms. . . .
time the 24-h charts yielded a slightly
(not just those during the winter); thus, the
rating system produced here is not meant to super- faster forward speed, and thus the next lower duracede their rating system. The qualitative scale pro- tion factor (2 vs 3).
Although this initial comparison is encouraging,
duced here is primarily for summarizing potential
damage associated with each intensity index category it eventually will be necessary to evaluate several
of storm identified. However, the impact on shipping storms, particularly those that deepen along the East
and coastal regions in the Great Lakes can benefit Coast, for determining how different the classification
from this scheme. Furthermore, these storms also scheme may be through use of a 24-h time interval.
have a substantial impact on the maritime industry be- Greatest differences probably will occur with storms
yond the immediate coastline. The impact for the that quickly explode off the East Coast with rapid
maritime industry includes the loss of fishing days, movement through the northern part of the region.
which would increase with category, particularly if in- It is possible that the most intense period in a storm’s
tensity index category 4 and 5 storms are slow mov- lifetime may be missed using the single daily chart.
ers. The potential for the loss of fishing equipment Comparisons may be closer for Colorado lows
probably increases with category, and, particularly, (Witches of November), as they have a tendency to
the loss of stationary traps, such as lobster traps in the be less explosive during their development.
Atlantic, will increase with greater storm intensity.
SUMMARY. Establishing a classification scale for
USE OF 24-H VERSUS 12-H CHARTS. One of winter storms/nor’easters in the eastern and central
the primary uses of this classification system will be United States provides beneficial information for esto apply the methodology to all nor’easters and timating the potential impact of these large storms,
Witches of November since the late 1800s using avail- and for putting both future and past storms into a cliable daily surface weather maps. Unlike this study, matological perspective. Of particular importance is
past synoptic charts are generally available for a single the ability to evaluate nor’easters, which have such a
time period during the day. To determine how dif- significant impact on the East Coast, and Colorado
ferent the results of the classification scheme are us- lows that migrate northward toward the Great Lakes
ing 24-h versus 12-h charts, the March 1993 storm (i.e., Witches of November). The scheme is analogous
also was categorized using the Daily Weather Maps to the Saffir–Simpson hurricane scale in that it is based
Weekly Series from the Climate Prediction Center. on a 1–5 rating system, with a category 1 winter storm/
The results for this particular storm are encouraging, nor’easter being of minimum intensity and having the
although this storm did not undergo a period of deep- least impact, while a category 5 winter storm/nor’easter
ening along the East Coast as did the other storms in has the highest intensity and the greatest impact. The
appropriate category for any time during a storm’s histhe study.
of a limited spatial extent, although that could also be
a function of storm track. Delays and closures from
major winter storms/nor’easters can easily reach days
to a week or more. In particular, school systems and
the transportation needed to support schools can be
closed for up to a week because of the slow process of
clearing snowfalls of 1 m or more and drifts that could
easily be up to 4 m high.
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tory is based on a calculation to determine an intensity index (I). Intensity index is calculated by summing central low pressure as a deviation from a mean
surface pressure of 1013 mb, deepening rate in millibars per 12 hours, and maximum pressure gradient in
millibars per 1000 kilometers. Based on the distribution of I values in this study, the boundary between
individual categories is based on a 24-unit scale. An
intensity index category 1 winter storm/nor’easter has
an I value of 0–24, with a category 2 storm having an
I value of 25–48, and so forth. Because a slow-moving, moderate storm may produce greater snowfall
totals than a fast-moving, intense storm, a duration
factor (DF) was also produced. The DF is inversely
related to forward speed of the storm, in meters per
second. The duration factor is also a 1–5 scale, with the
fastest-moving storms having a DF of 1 and the slowest-moving to stationary storms having the highest DF
of 5. Overall storm category is presented in the form
of I.DF; thus the potential impact from both intensity
and duration of the storm is shown in a single number. Major winter storms/nor’easters (i.e., ≥ intensity
index category 3), on average, generally have the potential for the greatest amount of precipitation (especially snow), and highest precipitation rates and wind
speeds. Consequently, these storms have the greatest
potential to have a significant impact on communities, including travel and business and school closures.
A good agreement between the classification of the
March 1993 Superstorm using both 12- and 24-h surface maps is encouraging in terms of using this scheme
to develop time series of all winter storms/nor’easters
since the late 1800s. The ability to use this scheme in
real time will provide many support services and government officials in the eastern and central United
States with general guidelines for the potential impact
of an approaching storm during the winter season.
Increased preparedness can lessen, to some degree,
the many inconveniences and major effects from these
potentially devastating meteorological phenomena.
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